Model Study of Cardiac Output Measurement by Thermodilution in Thermal Instability
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Cardiac output is one of the most valuable hemodynamic parameter. It is measured commonly with intravascular pressures by pulmonary artery catheterization technique. The cardiac output itself is measured by dilution of thermal marker method (thermodilution), which is not resistant for various disturbances. In this paper the influence of blood temperature on metrological properties of thermal dilution method was described.

PACS numbers: 47.63.Cb, 87.19.U−

1. Introduction

Cardiac output (CO) is the most fundamental hemodynamic parameter, which defines function of heart muscle. CO value may be subject to change both in physiological and pathological condition of patient [1, 2]. Accurate measurement of CO allows to illness diagnose and determinants of its treatment.

There are two principal methods of CO measurement: the Fick method and thermodilution [3, 4]. Because of complicated examination procedure first of themes is most often applied in research activity. During the last 30 years thermodilution has became the “gold clinical standard” in hemodynamic monitoring [3, 4]. Measurement of cardiac output and other hemodynamic parameters (mainly intravascular pressures) is realized by pulmonary artery catheterization (PAC) and the Swan–Ganz catheter usage [3, 5]. It is inserted from jugular vein, through the right atrium and right ventricle to pulmonary trunk. Miniaturized temperature-sensitive resistor is located at the catheter tip (Fig. 1). Isotonic salt solution (iced or room temperature) is injected via catheter’s duct to right atrium, which causes local blood temperature drop in cardiac chambers and distant pulmonary vessels. The local blood temperature in pulmonary artery is registered and measured by computer system. This temperature vs. time dependence is called indicator dilution curve (IDC). From IDC, by the Stewart–Hamilton formula [2] CO is calculated

\[
CO = \frac{c_i \rho_i}{c_b \rho_b} \frac{V_i (T_b - T_i)}{\int_{t_0}^{\infty} -T(t) \, dt}
\]

\(c_i, c_b\) — specific heat of indicator and blood, \(\rho_i, \rho_b\) — specific mass of indicator and blood, \(V_i\) — volume of indicator, \(T_b, T_i\) — temperature of blood and indicator, \(T(t)\) — IDC.

![Fig. 1. Tip of Swan–Ganz catheter (thermal-sensitive resistor was marked by arrow).](image)

Thermal-sensitive resistor (made of platinum or — in contemporary construction — of nickel) is pre-calibrated for operating blood temperature at 37.0°C [6–8]. In many cases (e.g. after surgery or during intra-operation hypothermia) blood temperature may be instable, which may affect the accuracy of IDC measurement and CO estimation.

2. Goal

Cardiac output measurement by thermodilution is recognized as sensitive to numerous physical and biological disturbances, therefore the accuracy of this method is limited to about 20% [5, 9, 10].
The goal of work was cardiac output vs. blood temperature dependence assessment as a potential method’s accuracy limitation factor.

3. Material and methods

Investigations were performed on physical model of pulmonary circulation (Fig. 2). This model is able to simulate the principal features of cardiovascular system, which are significant for thermodilution CO examination. Among the physical phenomena it allows us to simulate blood viscosity, mass density and specific heat. It is possible to modeling the selected anatomical features of pulmonary circulation: atrium and ventricle volumes, pulmonary arteries diameters and valves operation (including malfunctions) [6, 11]. Model is able to generate pulsating flow, rhythmical or irregular.

Pulsating flow generated by heart model was converted to continuous flow in hydraulic system, consisted of tank (Fig. 2, 9) and centrifugal pump (Fig. 2, 6). The standard cone-and-float meter (accuracy class 1.5) was utilized to average volumetric flow assessment.

Cardiac output was measured by “cold” and “room temperature” thermodilution method. Indicator temperature was measured at the outlet of syringe. During experiments the following equipment was utilized:

- B2269 Swan–Ganz catheter (Burron Medical),
- PM-9000 (Mindray) patient monitor with CO measurement module.

Thermal instability of patient was defined as a middle hypothermia with blood temperature in the range of 25–30°C [11]. Investigations were performed by comparison method: measured vs. reference flow dependences in state of thermal instability were compared with corresponding dependences obtained in normal blood temperature state.

4. Results

For middle hypothermia the liquid temperature measured at the same point of model by various apparatuses were:

- 27.07°C (reference thermometer Fluke 1523 equipped with PRT probe),
- 25.90°C (Swan–Ganz catheter and PM-9000 patient monitor).

Relative temperature measurement unreliability was −4.2% (in comparison with reference apparatus). For control group liquid temperature was 37.0°C.

For “room temperature” thermodilution \((T_i = 21.5–22.1°C)\) and average flows in the range of 1.7–3.2 L/min it was not possible to measure CO by patient monitor (error was reported). For reference flow 4.0 L/min the result obtained by thermodilution method was \(5.76 \pm 0.25\) L/min.

For “iced” thermodilution \((T_i = 0.5–3.5°C)\) the measured vs. reference flow dependences were depicted in Fig. 3.
Because of significant deviations of flow measurements for hypothermia the system inspection was performed and the examinations were repeated. In both experiments obtained results were similar. By this way measurement system and examination technique were positively validated.

The explanation of observed effect may be overestimation of integral value in denominator of dilution equation (Eq. (1)). Thermal sensitive element in the Swan–Ganz catheter is calibrated for standard blood temperature [8] and its polynomial transfer function is approximated by linear function at neighbourhood of a point 37°C. Therefore significant decreasing of base blood temperature causes change of thermoelement operating point and — in consequence — linearization of transfer function may introduce additional unreliability. To prove this assumption precise measurement of thermoelement transfer function was performed (Fig. 4).

Slope of linear approximation function is given by following equation:

\[
\frac{dT_{\text{measured}}}{dT_{\text{reference}}} = -0.045T_{\text{reference}} + 2.6529 \tag{2}
\]

and equals (for 37°C and 27°C, respectively):

\[
\left. \frac{dT_{\text{measured}}}{dT_{\text{reference}}} \right|_{T=37^\circ \text{C}} = 0.98, \quad \left. \frac{dT_{\text{measured}}}{dT_{\text{reference}}} \right|_{T=27^\circ \text{C}} = 1.43.
\]

Significantly higher (by 46%) slope of linear approximation function is cause of integral overestimation in the Stewart–Hamilton formula (Eq. (1)) and underestimation of CO measurement by thermodilution.

In practice for every catheter the calibration factor is given (usually in operation manual) [5, 7, 8]. It must be entered to the patient monitor before beginning of CO measurement procedure. This factor contains components dependent on heat exchange between thermoelement and environment, indicator temperature and technology of manufacturing. For investigated catheter calibration factor equals 0.802 and 0.872 (for “iced” and “room temperature” thermodilution, respectively). Mentioned factor is estimated for normal blood temperature and its value for blood thermal instability is unknown.

6. Conclusions

Performed model investigations pointed out on significant sensitivity of CO measurement by thermodilution method to variations of base blood temperature.

Presented conclusion has important clinical meaning and — in Authors’ view — should be taken into consideration during hemodynamic monitoring of patients in thermal instability.
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